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Abstract 
Mollard, M., Two characterizations of generalized hypercube, Discrete Mathematics 93 (1991) 
63-74. 
We give two new characterizations of the Hamming graph, which is a natural generalization of 
the hypercube. The first one is the analogous of the characterization of the hypercube as 
(0,2)-graph of maximal order; the second introduces the notion of quasi-interval. 
0. A short introduction and some definitions 
Various characterizations of the hypercube Qn have been recently given. For a 
survey on this subject one may consult [l]. The hypercube can be generalized in 
two different ways. The first one, more geometric, is to consider graphs of the 
?attice of the subspaces of a graphic space of finite dimension and of finite order 
q. A characterization of these graphs is given by Ceccherini [2] in terms of the 
number of geodesics analogous to the characterization of the hypercube by Foldes 
[3]. The second kind of generalization arises naturally in studying words over 
composite alphabets. 
Definition. Let al, . . . , a, be positive integers. The Hamming graph I&,.._o, is the 
graph with vertex-set fir=, (0, 1, . . . , ai - l}, in which two vertices are joined by 
an edge if and only if the corresponding vectors differ in exactly one coordinate. 
The Hamming distance of tT:lq vectors is the number of coordinates in which they 
differ. This value is precisely the distance (in the usual, graph sense) between the 
associated vertices of the Hamming graph. Then Q,, is the Hamming graph I&,_._,, 
with a, = a2 = l l l = a,, = 2 and Ha,...,, is 
H,,oH,,o~~~oH,~=K,,oK,~o~~=oK,~ 
where •I denote the Cartesian product of graphs. Mulder [4] has given a 
characterization of amming graphs as interval-regular graphs with some 
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additional properties; this is the analogous of his characterization of hypercubes 
as bipartite interval-regular graphs [4]. An other extension to Hamming graph of 
a characterization of hypercubes is the characterization of Hamming graphs by 
convex subgraphs [8]. In this paper Theorem 1 gives a characterization of 
Hamming graphs analogous to the characterization of hypercubes as (0,2) graphs 
of maximal order [S-6]. Theorem 2 contains an other characterization of 
Hamming graphs related to the recent study [7] of distance monotone graphs 
which gives a new characterization of the hypercube. Though Hamming graphs 
are vertex-transitive, we specify the vertex 0 corresponding to the zero vector 0 
and call the weight of a vector its distance to 0, i.e. the number of its nonzero 
coordinates and the ‘support’ of the vertex the subset of (1, . . . , n} 
corresponding to these coordinates. We denote by d(u, V) the length of a minimal 
path between u and v and by diam(G) = max,,, d(u, v) the diameter of G. 
1. The dirst characterization 
Let T(X) be the set of vertices of G adjacent to x and i;i(X) be tk number of 
maximal i-cliques Ki of G which contain x. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a simple connected graph such that: 
(i) G does not contain G, or Gb as induced subgraphs (Fig. 1). 
(ii) Two non-adjacent vertices in G have exactly 2 common neighbours or none 
at all. 
Then, for all i, the number Ni(X) is independent of the vertex x of G. Furthermore 
if p is the maximum integer such that NP is nonzero, then: 
(1) IV(G)1 6 I.-I& iNi and diam(G) s CfC2 Nip 
(2) G i.s a Hamming graph if and only if IV(G)1 = &‘C2i% 
All this section is a demonstration of Theorem 1 
Proposition 1.1. If u and v are two adjacent vertices then for all integer i 
Ni(u) = Ni(V). 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Proof. Let Xi (i E I) be the vertices of G adjacent to u, distinct from v and not 
adjacent to V; and let Yj (j E J) be the vertices of G adjacent to ZJ, distinct from u 
and not adjacent to u (Fig. 2). For all Xi there is, by property (ii), a unique vertex 
adjacent to both Xi and V, and by (i) it is an yj for some j. The mapping f(i) = j is 
a one-to-one correspondence between I and J because if f(i) =f(k) then xi, xk 
and v are common neighbours of the non-adjacent vertices cc and yfti, (Fig. 3). 
We can extend f to a one-to-one correspondence h between vertices of r(u) 
and T(v), taking h(x) =x for x adjacent to u and v, h(u) = v, h(v) = u, and 
h(xi) = yf(i) for i E I. We have to prove now that h preserve the membership to 
maximal cliques of the same order; in other words that x and u belongs to an 
Z-clique if and only if h(x) and v belong to an i-clique. If x and v are adjacent, 
then h(x) = x and x, u, v are in the same maximal clique. Indeed x, u and v are 
mutually adjacent and if z E T(u) n r(x), then z E T(v), otherwise G should 
contain Ga as induced subgraph (Fig. 4). If x and v are not adjacent, then let 
w E T(u) n T(x). Now h(x) and h(w) are adjacent, otherwise: 
if w # r(v), then G must contain Gb as induced subgraph (Fig. 5); 
if w E r(v), then G must contain Ga as induced subgraph (Fig. 6) and this case 
ends the proof. Cl 
By connexity Proposition 1.1 implies that Ni(X) is independent of the vertex x 
of G. 
Let 0 be a fixed vertex of G such that there is some w in G with 
d(0, w) = diam(G), and denote by A,..., (0 s Cui G Ni) the set of vertices x of G 
such that there is a geodesic (shortest path) between 0 and x with Cui (2 c i sp) 
edges belonging to a maximal i-clique. Let Cj (j = 0, . . . , diam(G)) be the set of 
vertices x of G such that d(0, x) = j. Trivially Cj is the union (not necessarily 
disjoint) of the Anr..ap with & Cwi = j. 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
Proposition 1.2. Let x be a vertex of Cj in A,...,. Then, for all i, there are at least 
q non-adjacent vertices z in T(x) fl A~~...(Y,_I...(Yp such that (x, z} belongs to a 
maximal i-clique. 
Proof. If j = 0 or 1, the property is trivially true. Assume it for j a 1 and let x be 
a vertex of G in A,..., with Cfzz ai = j + 1. Let y be adjacent to x and on a 
geodesic between v and x with ai edges belonging to a maximal i-clique for all i 
(2 s i up). The edge {x, y } belongs to a maximal clique and therefore there is an 
integer k (2 &k Cp) with y in r(x) nA,i-..ai...+ a$ = & - 1 and &! = ai, for 
i #k. By induction hypothesis, there are at least cui non-adjacent vertices 
Yl l l l y,; in r(y) n A,...ti..S with &‘= al - 1 and ay = a,! for j + i. As in the 
proof of Proposition 1.1, if h is the mapping between r(y) and T(x) (Fig. 7), and 
if for all j, hj is the mapping between r(y) and r(yj), then hj preserves the 
membership to maximal k-cliques. NOW h,(y) = yj and hi(x) = h(yj), the edge 
{x, y } belongs to a maximal k-clique whence {h( yj), yj} also, and h( yj) belongs 
to A+.4+I...a; The vertices h(yl), . . . , h(y,.) are not adjacent because 
Yl9 l * . , y,; are not and there is no Gb as induced subgraph in G. The vertex y is 
not adjacent o some h(yj) because there is no G, and yj cannot be adjacent to x. 
The vertices h(yI), . . l , h(g& are ai not adjacent vertices in r(x) nA~z...~,-l...ap 
if k #ii. And y, h(yl), . . , h(y& are such if k = i. Thus Proposition 1.2 is 
proved. Cl 
Proposition 1.3. IA,,...,1 d n$‘& (z)(i - l)“i. 
Proof. This is true for c$& ai = 0 or 1. Assume it for j 2 1 and choose some 
integer i such that aCi # 0. A vertex x in A~z...~,_I...ap belongs to exactly Ni maximal 
1 
Fig. 7. 
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i-clique. Thus by Proposition 1.2 there are at most (A& - ( cui - l))(i - 1) vertices z 
in r(X) fl& *... ai...n such that (x, Z) belongs to a maximal i-clique. The number 
of edges between &me vertex in Aaz...oi...np and some vertex in A,...,+.. ‘Lb and 
belonging to a maximal i-clique is therefore at most ~Aa,_.a,-l_._a.~ (Ni - (aj - 
l))(i - 1) and, by Proposition 1.2 at least CY~ l&z...~j...slt which proves the 
Proposition 1.3. Cl 
Note that 
and this last sum is n$& i? 
If G is a Hamming graph, G satisfies (i) and (ii) and is 
H = (QN20 (QN30 l l l •I (Kp)h 
and therefore I V(G)1 = n& i4 and diam(G) = C& Nj. 
Assume now that G is a simple connected graph satisfying (i) and (ii) of order 
IV(G)1 = n$& iNi. Then for all cu2 l l l ap we have 
(AQ2...0pl = fi (‘)(i - l)& 
i=2 Cui 
and all these sets are disjoint. Furthermore the number of edges between 
A, -‘*ffi-‘“‘=P 
and A,..., ,... ap belonging to a maximal i-clique is exactly 
Cui (A,,..., ,... (1,1 =(Ni - (ai - l))(i - 1) IA,2...a,-l...ap(. 
Therefore every vertex of A,2...,...ap has exactly mi neighbours in Alr2.._LY,-~_..~p and 
exactly (Ni - ai)(i - 1) neighbours in A,...,_I...~p and the corresponding edges 
belongs to maximal i-cliques. 
We have an isomorphism between the levels CO, C, of G and of 
H= (K2)N2n(K3)N30. l .o(K,)Np. 
Assume we have such an isomorphism 0 between the q-bottom levels Co, . . . , C4 
of G and of H, we are going to show how we can extend 0 to an isomorphism 
bestween the q + 1 bottom levels of G and of H. 
Proposition 1.4. Let x and y two non-adjacent vertices of Cy . They have a 
common neighbour in Cs _ 1 if and only if they have one in Cy + 1. 
Proof. If x and y have a common neighbour z in C9_,, then they have an other 
common neighbour. It cannot be in C&, or in C4 because of the isomorphism 
between the q-bottom levels of G and of H. Therefore it is in Cs+ I. Reciprocally 
for a fixed x in Cs (exactly in A,,..., ,... ap with crE2 ci = q) the number of sets 
( y, z) with y in Cq non-adjacent to x and z common neighbour of x and y in C(,_, 
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is exactly & ai(Cpkz2 (k - l)(Nk - Q)). Similarly the number of sets {y, t} with 
y in C4 non-adjacent o x and t and a common neighbour of x and y in Cq+, is 
exactly xf’._z ((i - l)(Ni - ei) zfz2 ak). These two numbers are equals; then by 
the first part of the proof, if for a fixed y a {y, z} exists then exactly one {y, t} 
also exists. Therefore by the second part the number of (yi t> is exactly the 
number of {y, z}. 0 
Proposition 1.5. If x and y are two adjacent vertices of Cq+, , they have a common 
neighbour in C4. 
Proof. Let x be a vertex of Cq+l (exactly in Aat...a;...ab with & ai = 4 + 1). The 
number of vertices adjacent to x in C4+, is c$& ai(i - 2) and this is exactly the 
number necessary to complete the c$& ai maximal cliques encountering C4 and 
containing x. q 
Now let x be a vertex of Cq+l then x is adjacent to 4 + 1 vertices x0, . . . , x, in 
C4. For all distinct r, t in (0, . . . , q} the vertices x, and x, have a common 
neighbour in C4+ and are not adjacent. Therefore the supports of vectors 0(x,) 
are all of cardinality q and the cardinality of their intersections two by two is 
q - 1. Hence these supports satisy jUk S(O(xk))j = q + 1. But 0(x,) and 0(x,) are 
equal on S( 0(x,)) n S( f3(x,)). Then there exists a vector w(x) of weight q + 1 of 
support jUk S(e(x,))l, of which the subvectors of weight q are the 0(x,), 
k E (0, . . . , q). We can extend 0 to Cq+l setting for all x in C,+@(x) = w(x). 
We prove now that 0 is an isomorphism. First notice that 0 is a one to one 
correspondence because by construction we have only to consider the case x and 
y in Cq+l with e(x) = 8(y). Then the neighbours of x in C4 are the neighbours of 
y and two such neighbours cannot have two common neighbours in Cs+l. Let x 
and y be two vertices of the bottom q + 1 levels of G. By construction of 8, if x or 
y are not in Cq+l, then 0(x) and 0(y) are adjacent if and only x, y are. Assume 
that x and y are in C,+l. If d@(x), 8(y)) = 1 then without loss of generality 
assume that 
w-4 = (6, . . . 9 aq9 aq+l, 0, . . . f O), 
8(y) = (al, l l . , a,, bq++ 0, . . . , 0) with ai #O, brl+l # 0 and bq+l # aq+,, 
and let z, t, u, v be vertices of G such that 
e(2) = (a,, . . . , a,, 0, . . . , 0), e(t) = (al, . . . , aq-l, 0, . . . , 0), 
e(u) = (al, . . . 9 a,.-, , 0, a,+,, . . . 9 O), 
@(v)=(ai, (. . , aq+ 0, bq+t, ‘.. ,O). 
Then u and v are not adjacent and x, y cannot be adjacent without generating Gh 
as induced subgraph (Fig. 8). If d( e(x), 8(y)) > 2, then x and y cannot be 
adjacent by Proposition 1.5. Similarly, if d@(x), 8(y)) = 2, then without loss of 
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generality assume that 
e(x) = (a~, l l l j aq, aq+l, 0, . . . , O), 
e(y)=(@, . l . . ,a,,0,a,,2,. . . ,0) witha,#O, 
and let z, t, u, v be vertices of G such that 
O(r) = (a,, . . . , aq, 0, . . . ,0), e(t) = (a,, . . . , aq_l, 0, . . . , 0), 
e(u) = (ah . . . 9 +-l, 0, aq+l, 0, . . . , O), 
e(v) = (aI, . . . 9 aq+ ($0, aq+2, 0, . . . , 0). 
Then verttices u and v are adjacent and X, y cannot be adjacent without 
generating Gb as induced subgraph. 
2. QIM and QDM-graphs 
We first recall some definitions introduced in [5] or [7]. 
For two vertices u, v of a simple graph G the interval Z(u, v) is the set of 
vertices w lying on a shortest (u, v) path. A subset W of V(G) is convex if 
Z(u, v) c W for any u and v in W. A graph G is interval monotone if all intervals 
in G are convex. An interval Z(u, v) is closed if w E V(G) - Z(u, v) + 3~’ E 
Z(u, v) such that d(w, w’) > d(u, v). A graph G is distance monotone (DM) if 
each interval in G is closed. 
In [7] there is a study of DM-graphs and the following characterization of the 
hypercube. Let G be an interval monotone DM-graph of minimal degree at least 
3 then G is Q, for some n 2 3. To generalize this characterization to Hamming 
graphs we need an extension of the notion of interval. 
Definition. Let u, v be two vertices of a simple connected graph G. The 
quasi-interval Z’(u, v) is the set of vertices w such that there is no vertex of G 
distinct of w belonging to both a geodesic between u, w and a geodesic between 
w, v (we say a vertex w belongs to a geodesic if and only if there are two edged of 
the geodesic incident to w); i.e. 
Z’(u, v) = (w, Z(l.4, w) r-l Z(w, v) = {w}}. 
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This notion has been introduced by Nebesky [9] in the study of a family of trees. 
Notice that I(u, V) c Z’(u, V) and if G is an hypercube then I(u, v) = I’(u, v). 
Substituting Z’(u, V) to Z(u, V) in the above definitions we obtain the following 
notions: 
A subset W of V(G) is quasi-convex if Z’(u, V) c W for every u, r~ in W. A 
graph G is quasi-interval monotone (QIM) if all quasi-intervals in G are 
quasi-convex. A quasi-interval I’(u, v) is closed if w E V(G) E Z’(u, v) =$3w’ E 
Z(u, v) such that d(w, w’) > d(u, v). A graph G is quasi-distance monotone 
(QDM) if each quasi-interval in G is closed. 
Proposition 2.1. A quasi-interval monotone graph does not contain G, and Gb as 
induced subgraphs. 
Proof. Assume u, v, X, z induce G, in a quasi-interval montone graph G, as 
depicted in Fig. 9. We have x E I’(u, z), u E Z’(u, z) and therefore I’(u, X) c 
I’(u, z), but v E Z’(u, X) and v $ I’(u, z) i.e. a contradiction. 
Assume u, v, X, y, z, t induce Gb in G, as depited in Fig. 10. Then 
dG(u, y) = 2. Now X, y are not adjacent, whence u E I’@, y). Similarly v E 
I’&, y). Then I’(u, V) c I’&, y), but t E I’(u, v) and t $ I’(x, y) i.e. a 
contradiction. Cl 
Proposition 2.2. If G is a connected quasi-interval monotone and qsk-distance 
monotone graph containing a 3-star (K& as induced 
in G is the center of such a 3-star. 
subgraph, then daery vertex 
Proof. Let u be the center of a 3-star u, wl, w2, w3 and v be a neighbour of u. 
Assume there is no 3-star centered on u containing v. Then v must be adjacent to 
at least one wi. It cannot be adjacent to two wi’s, say ~1 and ~2, because u, ~1, 
w,, v would induce Ga (impossible by Proposition 2.1). But if u is not adjacent to 
w, and w,, then u, v, w2, w3 induce a 3-star therefore there is always a 3-star 
centered on u and containing v. Let u, v, wl, w2 be such a 3-star (Fig. 11). Then 
w, is not in 1’(v, w2) because w1 is not adjacent to v or w2. Now G is QDM 
therefore there is some tl in Z(v, w2) with d(t,, wI) > 2. Then tl is adjacent to both 
v and w,. Similarly there is some t2 in Z(v, w,) with d(t2, w2) > 2 and t2 adjacent 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. - 
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to both ‘u and wl. Furthermore t1 and t2 are distinct and non-adjacent; and u is 
not adjacent to tl and t2; therefore v is the center of an induced 3-star u, f2, tI. By 
connexity we have Proposition 2.2. Cl 
Notice that the condition “G contain a 3-star as induced subgraph” corresponds 
to “G is of minimal degree 3” in the characterization of hypercubes as IM and 
DM-graphs. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a connected QDM and QZM-graph containing a 3-star 
as induced subgraph. Zf u is a vertex of G and v, w are two non-adjacent 
neighbours of u, then there is a vertex x adjacent o u and non-adjacent o v and w. 
PmofS By Proposition 2.2 there is a 3-star u, wl, w,, w3 centered on u. A We 
cannot be adjacent to both v and w (otherwise Wi, u, v, w induce G=) (Fig. 12). 
Notice that v (or w) cannot be adjacent to two Wi’s, wi and w2 say (otherwise Wi, 
u, v, w induce C,). If v, w are two such Wi, then there is nothing to prove. If v 
(respectively w) is a wi (wl for example), then w cannot be adjacent to both w2 
and w3. If v, w, wl, w2, w3 are all distinct, then at least one Wi is not adjacent to 
both v and w. Cl 
Proposition 2.4. Zf G is a connected QDM and a QZM-graph containing a 3-star 
as induced subgraph, then two non-adjacent vertices in G have exactly PSVO 
common neighbours or none at all. 
Proof. Let u, v be two non-adjacent vertices in G and z a common neighbour. 
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We have w $ Z'(u, V) and thus 3t E Z(u, V) such that d(t, w) > 2. Therefore u, IJ 
have at least two common neighbours. Let x be a third common neighbour (Fig. 
13); then X, z, t are not adjacent. But x E Z’(u, V) and u, ZJ are in I’@, t), 
therefore x E Z’(z, t). This is not possible because x + u + z and x + u + t are 
two nondisjoint geodesics. 0 
Theorem 2. Let G be a simple connected graph such that: 
(i) G is a QDM-graph, 
(ii) G is a QZM-graph, 
(iii) G contains a 3-star as induced subgraph. 
Then G is a Hamming graph. 
By Proposition 2.1 and 2.4, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Then 
the number of maximal i-cliques in G containing X, viz. IV@), is independent of 
the vertex x. We are going to prove that IV(G)1 = l$& iN so that by Theorem 1 
G will be the Hamming graph (ZQN2 •I (QN3 q l . n o (KP)s. 
Proposition 2.5. Zf x, y are two adjacent vertices of G in the same level Ci then 
there is some z in Ci-1 adjacent o both x and y and therefore there is no vertex in 
Ci+l to both x and y. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. The property is true for i = 1. Assume it 
for the level Ci-1. Let t in Ci-1 be adjacent to x. Assume that t is not adjacent to 
y. There is by Proposition 2.3 an other vertex u adjacent to both y and t. Assume 
that u is in Ci (Fig. 14); then u cannot be adjacent to x (t and y should be 
adjacent). Assume that y E I’@, Y). We have t E Z’(0, x) and therefore Z’(y, t) c 
Z’(0, x). But we have u E Z’(y, t) and u $ Z'(0, x) (t belongs to u + t+ x and to 
ci-l ci 
Fig. 14. 
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u --) t+ . l l + 0, being geodesics between u, x and u, 0). Therefore y $ Z'(0, X) 
and there is some z in Z(x, 0) with d(y, z) > i. But we have d(y, 0) = i and x is on 
a path of length at most i between z and y, for every z # 0 in Z(X, 0). Thus u is in 
c i_-l. By induction hypothesis there is some w common neighbour w of t and u in 
C i-2. Let z be the other common neighbour of x and w. Then z is adjacent to y 
else w, t, u, X, y, z would induce Gb, and Proposition 2.5 is proved. Cl 
Proposition 2.6. Zf x and y are two vertices of G in the same level Ci with a 
common neighbour z in Ci+l, then they have one in Ci_1. 
Proof. By Proposition 25, x and y are not adjacent. Therefore by Proposition 
2.4 there is an other common neighbour t. If t is in Ci.+l or in Ci; then we have 
x E Z’(0, t); y E Z’(0, t) and z E I’@, y), whence z is in Z’(0, t). But this is not 
possible because z + y + t and z + y + l l l + 0 are two nondisjoint geodesics. 
Therefore t is in Ci-1 l Cl 
Proposition 2,7. All A,..., are pairwise disjoint (with notations of the part one). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on j = & Cui. If j = 0 or 1 this is trivial. Let z 
be in Ci+l and let O-, l l =*x+2, O+= l l -_, y-z be two geodesics. If x =y, 
then the edge (x, z} belonging to a unique maximal clique the induction 
hypothesis implies that the two geodesics use for all i ai edges in a maximal 
i-clique. If x # y then x and y are not adjacent ana Ily Proposition 2.5 and 2.6 
there is some t in Ci-1 adjacent to x and y. Let h and h’ be the one-to-one 
correspondences between vertices of Z(t), Z(y) and T(z), respectively. We know 
(see the proof of Proposition 1.1) that h and h’ preserve the membership to 
maximal cliques of the same order. Therefore, if {x, t} (respectively {y, t}) 
belongs to a maximal j-clique (respectively k-clique), then { y, z} (respectively 
{x, z}) also. By induction hypothesis t belongs to a unique A,2...WP and y, x also. 
Now y belongs to A,..., with Cu;, = a& + 1, ai = cui (i #k) and x belongs to 
A,...,;, with q=aj+l, &‘= ai (i #j). Therefore the edges of both O* l l l * 
x + z and O-, . l 0-y --, z belong to &” maximal i-cliques with & = Q + 1, 
q=&j+l, a,!” =ai if ifk, i#j (if kfj); and d[=a,+2, &“=ai if i+k if 
k=j. Cl 
Proposition 2.8. Let x be a vertex of Cj in A,...,. Then there are exactly : 
(a) Cwi vertices in T(x) n A, *... a;-l...aP for all i, 
(b) & (i - 2) &j vertices in r(X) fl Cj f 
(c) (i - l)(Ni - ai) vertices in r(x) nA~2...a;+l...~P for all i. 
Proof. The Proposition 2.8(a) is true for j = 0, 1. Let y in Cj_l be adjacent to x 
and let .h be the one-to-one correspondence between r(x) and T(y). If {x, :,) 
belongs to a maximal k-clique with k #i h is an isomorphism between 
r(x) f7 Cj-1 and r(y) n Cj_2 (by Proposition 2.6). Now h preserves the member- 
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ship to maximal i-ciiques and by induction hypothesis 
Ir(x) f-~ Aa2...a,_l...abl = IT(y) 17 AcY1...n-l...ru~_l...~~l = ai. 
If k = i, then we can make the same calculation obtaining 
In n Am2...q-1...+l = IT(y) n Aq...q-2...1Yp( + 1 = cUi* 
Therefore we have 2.8(a). By Proposition 2.5 the number of vertices in T(X) n Ci 
is exactly xj& IP(x) f7A~2.._cui_l...a,,l (i - 2) and we have 2.8(b) and thus 
2.8(c). III 
By the above proposition the number of edges between vertices in A,2...ap and 
vertices in Aa2...ai-l...nb is exactly: 
I&z.-.cY,...ap l Cui (by 2.8(a)) and 
IAcx~-~e,-~~~q,l (N - (ai - l))(i - 1) (by 2.8(c)). 
Therefore IAaz...,.+ I = fl&(~)(i - l)“i and by Proposition 2.7 IV(G)1 = n$&iN, 
and then Theorem 2 is proved. Cl 
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